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Packaging the Pill
 

Doctors have long been plagued with patients who failed to take their 
medicine. Only recently have packages for prescription drugs been designed 
to help patients remember. The "Dialpak", l issued in 1963 with the oral 
contraceptive Ortho-Novum, appears to have been the first "compliance 
package" for a prescription drug - one that is intended to help the patient 
comply with the doctor's orders. This distinctive package and the social 
notoriety of the birth control pill ("the Pill") have made it the most readily 
recognised prescription drug on the market. Since G. D. Searle & Co. 
introduced the first oral contraceptive in 1960, the Pill's package has 
become familiar to both men and women from its depiction on the covers 
of news-stand magazines and popular books,2 although a single tablet of 
an oral contraceptive, if separated from its container, could be recognised 
only by an experienced pharmacist. 

Not surprisingly, the revolution in drug packaging heralded by the 
Dialpak has been overlooked in the midst of other revolutions associated 
with the Pill. Yet design changes in the package had a significant 
pharmacological effect - the number of hormone-containing pills in 
each prescription was increased. This unexpected result from what seems 
a rather inconsequential accessory to a complex medical technology will 
be used to illustrate the important part that consumer concerns, product 
presentation and patent issues play in establishing pharmaceutical 
regimens. 

Historians who have studied the oral contraceptive have concentrated 
on its scientific development and progress through drug approval 
legislation, the public furore over its side-effects, and its role in the sexual 
and social revolutions of the 1960s and 1970s. Little has been said about 
the Pill's manufacture and production, and its package has gone unnoticed 
in histories of the Pill; in fact, little has been written on the history of 
drug packaging. The cultural context that historians have provided for 
the Pill has been that of the society at large or women as a group. Recently, 
Elizabeth Watkins has shown how the Pill changed women's relationships 
with their physicians. Lara Marks' studies of the clinical trials of the 
oral contraceptive have examined the problem of patient compliance 
with research protocols:3 The history of the compliance packaging for 
the Pill provides another example of the way issues unrelated to the 
medical science of chemical contraception affected women's daily 
experience with the Pill and also contributed to medical opinion of women 
in the 1960s. 
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Figure 1. David P. 
Wagners pi/I dispenser 
prototype is made ofthree 
round plastic plates held 
by a snap fastener. The 
bottom pldte has the 
day-ofthe-week pattern, 
the middle pldte holds 
twenty wooden "pills" in a 
pattern that rotates to 
match the day pill-taking 
begins, a single hole in the 
top pldte is moved over the 
pill to dispense it. As each 
pill is dispensed, the day of 
the week is revealed as a 
reminder that the pill was 
taken. 

This history of the compliance packaging for the Pill is based on 
protorypes of the first container designed to hold the oral contraceptive, 
and on a study of the oral contraceptive and advertising in the collections 
of the Division of Science, Medicine and Societ)' at the Smithsonian's 
National Museum of American HistOry. The packaging protorypes came to 
the Smithsonian's collections as the result of a case study of rhe birth 
control pill in the Museum's Science in American Life exhibit, which opened 
in April 1994. Dr Celso-Ramon Garda, who had directed some of the first 

clinical trials of oral contraceptives, saw the large display of birth control 
pills in the exhibit and put me in touch with the inventOr of the Pill 
package. The following year, itS inventor, David P. Wagner of Geneva, 
Illinois, donated his protorypes and a small but fascinating collection that 
includes his design drawings, patent, correspondence, legal documents, and 
examples of oral contraceptive packages that either did or did not fall 
within the claims of his patent. 4 The examination of these packages and 
advertisements was central to this study. 

*** 

David P. Wagner invented his dispenser to help his wife remember to take 
her Pill. Doris Wagner began taking the Pill after theit fourth child, 
Jane, was born on November 14, 1961, and the Wagners decided that their 
family was complete. The only oral contraceptive on the market in 1961 
was Enovid, from G. D. Searle & Co. Prescriptions for Enovid were 
dispensed as tablets in a small brown botrle. Instructions for taking the 
Pill seemed srraighrforward: Doris was to take the first tablet on the fifth 
day after beginning menstruation, continue with one tablet every day for 
20 days, and then Stop; she would begin menstruating in two to three days, 
and on the fifth day of menstruation she was to start another 20-day cycle 
of tablets. The 20-pill regimen originated in the 1940s, when hormones 
were first used to treat menstrual problems. It was selected for the oral 
conrraceptive clinical trials so that the hormonally controlled cycle would 
conform to the average or "normal" 28-day menstrual cycle and would 
encourage women to view the method as "natural."5 

David Wagner recalled, "there was a lot of room for error in whether 'the 
Pill' was actually taken on a given day." He said, "I found that I was just 
as concerned as Doris was in whether she had taken her pill or not. I was 
constanrly asking her whether she had taken 'the Pill' and this led to some 
irritation and a marital row or two."6 To resolve their frustrations, Wagner 
listed the days of the week on a piece of paper, put the paper on the dresser 
in their bedroom, and placed one pill over each day. When Doris removed 
a pill, the day of the week would be revealed and they could both tell, 
at a glance, whether she had taken her pill. "This did wonders for our 
relationship. It lasted for about twO or three weeks until something fell and 
scattered the pills and the paper allover the £1oor.,,7 Still, he liked the 
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publicity."9 He had had the misfortune to approach Searle after it became 
known that some women taking Enovid had died from blood clots. IO 

Wagner had read that Ortho Pharmaceutical also was working on a birth 
control pill, and he sent them one of his models in the autumn of 1962. 
A few months later, on February 1, 1963, Ortho placed on the market 
its first oral contraceptive, Ortho-Novum, in an attractive dispenser called 
the "Dialpak." Ortho advertised the Dialpak (see Figure 2) prominently, 
to distinguish its product from the competition. It appeared to Wagner 

that their design resembled the claims of his patent. As soon as Wagner 
was issued his patent - on August 4, 1964, a year and a half after the 
Dialpak appeared on the market - he and his lawyer moved to enforce 
it. In December 1964 he received his first income from the invention - a 
cheque from Ortho for $10,000, in return for signing an agreement not 
to sue them. 1I 

Wagner made use of Ortho's success to encourage Searle to re-examine 
his invention, even before he was awarded his patent. Ortho's Dialpak had 
demonstrated the marketing value of his idea and had shown that it could 
be manufactured "for pennies" as a disposable container. Wagner argued to 
Searle that his version of the dispenser was easier to understand and operate 
than the Dialpak, and it would help Searle protect its market share. 12 Searle 
again rejected his dispenser, on the grounds that they did not feel the need 
for promotional devices. 13 Searle's view of unique packaging as an 
advertising gimmick is hardly surprising. Drug companies were known in 
the design community for their "ingrained cautiousness" and the "numbing 
sameness" of their packaging - a conservatism required, in part, by the 
need to conform to federal regulations. 14 Yet, when Searle introduced its 
new, lower dose, Enovid-E in 1964, that, too, came in a special memory 
dispenser (see Figure 3). In 1966, Searle agreed to pay Wagner royalties on 
the packages for two of their oral contraceptives, Enovid-E and 1 mg 
Ovulen. 15 

Over the years, Wagner received about $130,000 after legal fees, from 
his initial $30 investment in materials. The patent earned $0.0020-0.0025 
per dispenser, according to the legal documents that he signed with Ortho 
and Searle. He was also paid by Upjohn, the Canadian subsidiary of 
Organon, Inc., Eli Lilly, and Mead Johnson. 16 Eventually, Wagner tired of 
fighting for his royalties and sold Ortho Pharmaceutical an undivided half 
interest in his patent in 1973. It was his last licence for use of the patent. 

*** 

The origin of the compliance dispenser as an inspiration from the spouse 
of a patient, rather than from the pharmaceutical company that developed 
and marketed the product, challenges assumptions about where to look for 
the source of innovation. It also raises the question of whether 
pharmaceutical companies ever had any interest in packages designed to 
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aid patient memory. Surely, such packaging might have appealed to a 
company's proprietary interests? With a product such as the birth control 
pill, women who failed to take oral contraceptives correctly and became 
pregnant were likely to lose confidence in oral contraceptives, and lost 
confidence could be expected to damage sales. As Searle initially dismissed 
Wagner's invention, just how unique was his dispenser as a form of 
pharmaceutical packaging? 

Means of reassuring patients that they have taken their medication or 
reminding them that it's time for another dose have existed for a long time. 
Nineteenth-century medical spoons in the Smithsonian collections have 
handles with dial reminders for the convenience of either the patient or the 
care-giver. 17 A search of the US Patent Office records provided a few other 
examples, such as a tray patented by Mary C. Mottayaw of Mansfield, 
Ohio in 1929 that allowed an entire day's medicines to be laid out 
correctly, and provided a place for setting a timepiece. 18 The Patent Office 
has surprisingly few examples of similar pill-taking aids until the 1950s, 
and none are presented as packaging for prescription drugs. 

Traditionally, prescription-drug packaging has been designed to protect 
the integrity of the product while it is in transit from the factory. 
Pharmacists routinely have dispensed prescription drugs into drab, nearly 
identical bottles or vials, from larger bottles provided by the drug company. 
Innovations such as child-proof caps and tamper-proof packages came 
from consumer-stimulated regulations intended to protect children 
from accidental poisoning or to prevent malicious tampering with 
non-prescription drugs, as in the recent Tylenol scare. 19 Unit-dose 
packages, in which each dose is separately packaged, emerged in the 
1960s in hospital pharmacies to control errors made when nurses dispensed 
medicines to inpatients on the wards. 20 

The advent of plastics brought new flexibility to package design, but, 
until the 1960s, few drug companies adopted plastics for prescription-drug 
packaging. New materials, such as high-density polyethylene, that could 
replace glass bottles without costly changes in assembly-line filling 
equipment were adopted primarily because they cut shipping costs, reduced 
space requirements and did not break in transit. Some more elaborate 
plastic dispensers for non-prescription drugs are known from the 1950s: 
Squibb introduced its "Trak-pak" in 1954 to promote aspirin and used it 
again in 1962 for saccharine, and vitamins such as Squibb's Vigran and 
cold medications such as Schering's Coricidin were also packaged in 
dispensers that combined polystyrene and high-density polyethylene. 
Although none of these designs incorporated memory aids, consumers liked 
the convenience, and felt that they acquired more for their money when 
they received a dispenser.21 The kind of consumer manipulation that we 
associate with package designs intended both to advertise and to sell has 
been conspicuously absent from pharmaceutical products available only by 
prescription.22 
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Figure 4. An illustration ofthe compact version ofDavid P. Wilgners pill dispenser from 
US Patent # 3, 143,207. 
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Figure 5. An illustration ofa less costly rectangular version ofDavid P. Wzgners pill dispemer.from 
US Patent # 3,143,207. A sheet ofpaper is pulled through until the starting day is oriented to the 
first place on the top row (Fig. 17 Wednesday). The first pill, to be taken on the fifth day, is shown 
covering Sunday (Fig. 17). 



Increased attention to ensuring patient compliance came in the 1950s 
with new pharmaceutical products that had more complicated medical 
regimens, particularly the antibiotics and drugs used to treat hypertension. 
Successful treatment with antibiotics required a patient to take medicine 
several times a day in order to maintain an effective blood concentration of 
the drug. Drugs for hypertension created concern, because the patients 
often had few, if any, symptoms and therefore had less incentive to 
remember their medication than someone who felt ill. Memory aids such as 

a combination pocket-watch alarm and pill container, patented in 1960, 
were devised to assist such patients. The drugs themselves did not come in 
reminder packages. 23 

Attention to patient compliance also emerged in clinical trials during the 
1950s. Clinical trials of drugs initially had raised little concern about a 
patient's ability to follow directions, as most were conducted in monitored 
environments such as hospitals or prisons. Even in field trials with freely 
mobile patients, researchers generally determined compliance by 
monitoring the concentrations of drugs in the blood or urine, rather than 
devising tactics to aid memory.24 

Compliance difficulties with the oral contraceptive emerged first during 
the large field trials that began in 1956 in Puerto Rico, Los Angeles, 
Mexico and Haiti. Applicants who were assessed as having difficulty in 
following directions were excluded at the initial interview. Social workers 
provided careful instruction and follow-up visits for the women who were 
enrolled. In Puerto Rico, the social worker visited the participants once 
a month to deliver a new vial of pills, gather data on any symptoms and 
determine whether the women had followed the schedule for taking the 
pills. Nevertheless, a small number in every trial became pregnant because, 
through "carelessness", they failed to take their medication.25 

Lara Marks has shown that clinical trial investigators believed that 
compliance with procedures depended on a woman's cultural and 
educational background. They expected wealthier and better-educated 
women to continue to take the Pill, but believed that those who needed 
it most - deprived and illiterate women with large families - were less 
likely to comply with daily pill-taking. For the most part, the women in 
the trials took the pills as prescribed, but in one troublesome trial in Haiti, 
more than 20% of participants forgot to take some of the pills. 
Some women stopped taking them when their husbands were out of town, 
and others took them all at once. Many of these women could neither 
read nor count, so the calendars supplied as reminders were of little help. 
To enhance compliance, the trial team tried giving the women rosary 
beads, with instructions to move one bead each day when they took 
a pill. Nevertheless, confusion persisted. Some women wore the beads 
instead, thinking that the rosary beads alone protected them against 
pregnancy. Marks notes that "clearly much depended not only on the 
educational background of women, but also on individual motivation 
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Figure 6. C-Quens, the 
first sequential oral 
contraceptive in the USA 
was distributed by 
Eli Lilly. It contained two 
different formulatiom that 
had to be taken in 
sequence. The paper 
package requested the 
woman write down the 
date and day memtruation 
started to keep track ofthe 
regimen. 

in the success of following instructions, as well as the skill of the 
instructor. "26 

Despite such difficulties, common in the clinical trials, the official 
reports mention the problems with compliance primarily to explain that 
pregnancies among the trial patients could not be attributed to technical 
failure of the oral contraceptive. fu long as all pregnancies among trial 
participants could be dismissed as the result of a deliberate choice to 
become pregnant or the result of a woman's failure to follow instructions, 
the contraceptive could be deemed 100% successful. Researchers 
acknowledged that compliance was a problem, but considered it an issue 
primarily for international population planners who worked with poor, 
illiterate women.27 The physicians' conclusions that the method was highly 
popular and their belief that most women were highly motivated to follow 
the instructions gave them little reason to encourage G. D. Searle & 
Company to include memory devices with the Pill. 

Once Ortho introduced the Dialpak however, every new birth control 
pill on the market came with some kind of memory aid. Two primary 
features determined whether a package fell under the claims of Wagner's 
patent: (1) the pills were retained in a pattern and (2) they could be 
adjusted in relation to an element having day-of-the-week identification 
(see Figures 4 and 5). Wagner found that the pharmaceutical companies 
were naturally reluctant to pay royalties to "outside" inventors, and either 
argued strongly that their packages did not infringe his patent, or worked 
to develop a dispensing device that would not infringe the patent.28 fu 
drug companies introduced new oral contraceptives to the market, they 
distinguished their products from their competition both through changes 
in the pill formulation and through changes in the packaging. 

Packages that included reminders for the 20-day regimen invariably 
required some mechanical means of altering the date in relation to the 
tablet, as the regimen did not fit neatly into the seven-day week. fu a 
result, they invariably fell under the claims of Wagner's patent. The package 
for Eli Lilly's C-Quens, the first sequential Pill on the American market, 
introduced in 1965, illustrates the difficulty (see Figure 6). With sequential 
pills, it was important that the pills be taken in the correct order. C-Quens 
maintained the 20-day regimen, but gave 15 days of estrogen, followed by 
five days of an estrogen/progestogen combination, arranging the pills in 
four rows of five tablets. The package superficially resembled a calendar, 
but, other than a place to note the date on which the first pill was taken, it 
offered the taker no help in remembering if she missed a day.29 

The desire to avoid conflict with Wagner's patent resulted in design 
changes that altered the pill-taking regimen. Searle first introduced Ovulen 
in an adjustable compact identical to the Enovid-E container. The package 
for Searle's I-mg oral contraceptive, Ovulen, changed after they agreed 
to pay royalties to Wagner. Searle reissued the drug as Ovulen-21, in a 
rectangular compact which added an additional pill to the cycle as a means 
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Figure 7. C. D. Searle 
and Co. s oral 
contraceptives are shown 
with David P \%gners 
prototype (top and second 
from top). Enovid-E 20 
(third) and Ovulen-20 
(bottom) had features 
covered by \%gners patent. 

to avoid adjusting the date - a critical element in Wagner's patent 
(see Figures 7 and 8). Their advertising copy alerted doctors to the change: 
"Ovulen-21, works the way a woman thinks by weekdays ... not 'cycle 
days.' Ovulen-21 lets her remember her natural way. Once established, 
her starting day is always the same day of the week ... because it is fixed 
at three weeks on - one week off and is independent of withdrawal 
flow. "30 The 21-day regimen proved so popular that Ortho brought out 

their 2-mg pill in a 21-day form, despite retaining their distinctive Dialpak 

dispenser.31 

Organon Laboratories in the UK created a 22-tablet regimen for their 
2.5-mg oral contraceptive, Lyndiol. They reasoned, as their advertising 
flyers indicate, that "maximum patient reliability" is ensured when "each 
course of tablets always begins and ends on the same fixed day of the 
week ... Thus, if the "last" tablet is taken on a Friday evening, then the first 
tablet from the next pack is taken on the next Friday evening."32 Women 
throughout the world who used Organon oral contraceptives had their 
menstrual cycles adjusted to this new regimen. Geigy of Germany also used 
the 22-tablet regimen for their 2-mg birth control pill, Yermonil. 33 

The calendar pack made it evident that, by adding placebos, women 
could take a pill every day. Oracon, a sequential birth control pill 
introduced by Mead Johnson in 1965, was available in both a 21-day and 
a 28-day version. 34 The ease of giving instructions for taking the 28-day 
Pill made that version popular with medical personnel. The simplicity of 
the 28-day regimen also ensured that the new sequential pills would be 
taken in the correct order. Theoretically, women could stan to take their 
pills any day of the week, but they especially liked the "Sunday stan," as it 
duplicated the calendar and resulted in "period-free weekends."35 

Changes in pill formulation and package design followed the move to the 
28-day regimen. The desire [hat every pill should do something encouraged 
Parke-Davis to add iron compounds to the seven placebos in 1-mg 
Norlestrin Fe, as a nutritional supplement to compensate for mineral loss 
during menstrual bleeding.36 Because women now took a pill every day, 
many companies abandoned the calendar format, simply adding graphic 
arrows to a rectangular arrangement of pills in a blister pack to ensure that 
the user took the pills in the proper sequence. 37 In some cases the pill 
count per package also varied, as illustrated by examples of 35-tablet and 
42-tablet packages.38 

Package designs for the oral contraceptive were developed that elicited 
other medically beneficial behavioural changes. One design incorporated 
a dial to remind a woman to self-examine her breasts for tumours at the 
optimum time of her cycle, between days seven and twelve. 39 Recently, a 
randomised clinical trial found that even simple prompts resulted in higher 
rates of self-examination of the breasts. The package design used for the 
clinical trial simply added the statement, "best time for Breast Self Exam 
7 days after period end" beneath the fLfSt row of pills on a calendar pack.
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Figure 8. Searle's Enovid
E 2 f (top) Ovulen-28 
(middle) and Demulen-28 
(bottom), all In rectangular 
compacts, used a 2 f -day 
cycle, required no 
orientation to the day of 
the week, and were not 
covered by Wagner's patent. 

Aesrheric changes in binh comral pill packages reflecred socieral norms, 

especially rhe desire ro keep birrh comral discrere. David Wagner, in his 

parem, claimed his Pill dispenser would fir inro a case "indisringuishable" 

from a lady's cosmeric "compacr," so rhar ir could be carried among her 

personal effecrs or in her purse, "wirhour giving a visible clew [sic] as ro 

marrers which are of no concern ro orhers. "41 Plasric Pil] "compacrs" from 

rhe 1960s were produced in pasrel colours wirh cameo and floral designs 

pressed in ro rheir surfaces. By rhe 19805, rhe cases were as likely ro look 

like wallers or be designed ro resemble credir cards. 
Alrhough packaging changes made ir easier for women ro remember ro 

rake rhe birrh comrol pill, daily pill-raking remained one of rhe 

disadvamages of oral comraceprives (see Figure 9). A 1965 srudy of 5,600 

women cired psychological difflculries such as worry abour forgerring ro 

rake rhe Pill every morning, and a general dislike of raking a pill every day, 

among rhe reasons women swirched ro orher merhods of comraceprion.42 

For women who missed a Pill, rhe dispenser reminded rhem rhar rhey 
mighr face an unwamed pregnancy, and ir seemed ro rhem like 
"comraceprive roulerre," according ro Newsweek. 43 One srudy gave PiJI 

users psychological resrs and idemifled a range of "pill forgerrers' defecrs" 

such as rhe inabiliry ro assume responsibiliry, comrol impulses or appreciare 

long-range goals. 44 

Women's "forgerfulness" problem became a common rheme of oral

comraceprive adverrising in medical journals in rhe lare 19605, even when 

rhe package design was nor fearured prominemly. These adverrisemems, 

di recred ar physicians, repeared rhe parernal is ric view of rhe docror-pariem 

relarionship common ar rhe rime and somerimes presemed women as 
scarrer-brained, incomperem and in need of guidance. Ar rhe same rime, 

by encouraging docrors ro rake a more acrive role in educaring rhe pariem, 

rhe adverrisemems himed rhar docrors had previously provided poor 

insrrucrions. Organon depicred a woman who was "newly wed ... , working 

sri II ... , madly busy ... , mind awhirl," and urged donors ro "Prorecr rhe 
new pariem from her own forgerfulness."45 The British Drug Houses 

of Canada, in promOting rheir new 28-day sequemial oral conuaceprive, 
assured docrors rhar "Now you can give her a 'pill' rhar really coums 
for her. ,,46 

Gynecology rexrbooks and consumer manuals offered helpful suggesrions 
for overcoming rhe problem of "forgerfulness. ,,47 For rhe mosr parr, rhese 

seem ro be obvious solurions: keep your pills nexr ro your toothbrush, nexr 
ro rhe kitchen range, or rake rhem with a parricular meal. A Philadelphia 

women's healrh clinic recommended rhat women rake rheir Pill when rhey 
heard rhe rheme music for rhe 11 o'clock news. 48 Most of rheir cliems 

lisrened ro rhe news, and raking rhe Pill jusr before bedrime had rhe double 

advamage rhar women who became dizzy or nauseous as a resulr of raking 

ir slepr rhrough rhe discomforr. In 1993, Organon incorporared rhis geme 

of reminder imo rheir "Remember Me Compliance Kir" for Desogen. 
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FIgure 9. This UncLe Sam 
figurine mks "Have you 
taken your pill tod.af" It 
dates Fom 1969 protests 
over the distribution oforal 
contraceptives through US 
government-fimded health 
cLinirs. 

The package of birth control pills was presenced in a box wirh a 

[Oorh brush, a small bar of soap, a "Remem ber Me" sricker for rhe 

barhroom mirror and rhe slogan "Brush your reeth, wash your face, take 

your pill ... once a day, everyday, ar rhe same rime.,,49 As an incenrive [0 

persuade doccors [0 presctibe rheir producrs, Organon supplied doccors 

wirh rhese complimentary kils ro iniriare rheir new oral-contraceprive 

parients. Thar so many pharmaceurical company advertisements and 

gynecology manuals addressed rbe "forgerfulness" problem, and couples 

such as rhe Wagners acrively soughr merhods co keep rrack of raking rhe 

Pill, suggesrs how complex ir was co follow rhe on-again, off-again 20-rabler 
cycle, and whar an important conrriburion rhe compliance package made. 

Norplant, represenring anorher example of changes made ro a chemical 

conrraceprive ro overcome compliance problems, also illusrrares rhe 

imporrance of arrenrion ro rhe design and produccion of medical 

rechnologies, and rheir porential medical and social effects. The Popularion 

Council sponsored new research on a chemical conrraceprive for 

internarional population control that aimed ro eliminate al[Ogether the 

problem of forgetfulness, ar the time when pharmaceurical companies were 

changing package designs ro overcome Wagner's patenr. This, roo, involved 

an elemenr of packaging - in rhis case, a unique drug capsule. In 1964, the 
Popularion Council's Cenrer for Biomedical Research demonstrared that 

hormones could be released from silicone rubber capsules implanted in the 

body. By 1975, clinical rrials of a chemical con traceptive in a six-capsule 

"silastic drug delivery sysrem" implanred under rhe skin on the inside of a 

woman's upper arm were under way in several countries. The contraceprive 

was named Norplant by its manufacturer, Wyeth-Ayerst, and was first 
approved for use in Finland in 1983. By rhe mid 1990s, 15 counrries had 
approved ir for marketing. 50 In 1983, levonorgesrrel, the pharmaceurical 

agent used in Norplant, had already been on rhe marker for some years, in the 
progesrin-only mini-pill and in several of rhe widely used combination Pills. 

Clearly, a drug-delivery system represents a different caregory of 

compliance packaging rhan the date-adjustable dispenser. In rhis case, rhe 

dosage form and the container have, in a sense, merged. Previous attemprs 

ro extend the effects of drugs had depended on rhe solubility of a 
medication or its coaring, bur rhe enrire producr was consumed by rhe 
parienr. A series of innovarions in rhe 1970s inrroduced the infusion pump 

used in inrensive care unirs, transdermal patches, and osmoric systems rhar 

borh contained and protecred a drug wh ile it was released in a controlled 

way over long periods of time. 51 In the case of Norplant, the silastic rubes 
hlled with powdered levonorgestrel remained under the skin of the 

woman's arm unti! the spent container/drug-delivery device was removed 

by her doccor, hve years later. 
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Dependence on the medical establishment for prescriptions has made 
oral contraceptives the bane of the women's self-help medical movement 
ever since the Pill was introduced. 52 Unlike barrier devices or contraceptive 
foams and jellies, over which a woman and her partner had complete 
control, the birth control pill required women to obtain an annual or semi

annual prescription from a physician or a health clinic. Norplant was a 
boon for women who wanted long-term contraception and found it 
difficult to remember a daily pill. However, its need to be medically 
removed made women even more dependent on their medical providers 
when making decisions about reproduction than did the Pill, which a 
woman could stop taking whenever she wished. 

More seriously, because of its package/drug-delivery system, Norplant 
could be used to enforce compliance coercively. In the USA, the desire to 

implement such uses accompanied Norplant from the day it was approved, 
December 10, 1990.53 Newspaper columnist Ellen Goodman reported 
that, the first day Norplant was announced, a caller to a radio talk-show 
proclaimed that every girl should have Norplant stuck in her arm at 
puberty. The next day, the Philadelphia Inquirer published an editorial 
urging readers to "think about" Norplant as a tool in the fight against black 
poverty. 54 A California judge ordered a woman, who was guilty of child 
abuse, to have Norplant inserted as part of a plea bargain. 55 Legislatures in 
11 states proposed bills (although they passed none of them) to offer 
financial incentives to women receiving welfare, to encourage them to use 
Norplant. 56 Federal Medicaid paid for the insertion of the implants, but 
states control Medicaid distribution, and in South Dakota, for example, 
Medicaid would not pay for the removal of Norplant in the absence of a 
medical reason for doing soY Such incidents, in the USA and in other 
countries, have raised alarms about the potential for misuse of Norplant. 58 

For the purposes of this paper, the example is provided in order to 

emphasise that it was not the hormone in Norplant, but rather its form of 
packaging, that made this contraceptive so easily subject to coercive use. 

*** 

Auxiliary technologies such as the pharmaceutical package are usually 
overlooked, but, as the examples of the compliance package and Norplant 
illustrate, they have both medical and social repercussions. This account 
argues for the usefulness of studying the artefacts themselves. Examination 
of the diverse packages for birth control pills in the collections of the 
National Museum of American History revealed that the number of pills in 
a package varied from one brand of oral contraceptive to another. Who 
would have guessed that this difference originated to help women 
remember to take their pill? 

Since the introduction of the Dialpak, compliance packages have become 
far more common. Drugs with unusual dosage schedules are now likely to 
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come from the pharmaceutical manufacturer in "unit-of-use" compliance 
packages designed to let the patient know at a glance when to take the pills 
each day - packages that also eliminate the need for the doctor or 
pharmacist to explain complicated schedules. Now, clinical trials can use 
bottle caps with microelectronic devices that record the time and date when 
the patient removes the lid to take a pill. 59 Patient compliance as a health
care issue has gained greater salience in association with increasing health
care costs, aging patients who take multiple medications, and the increase 

in prominence of chronic diseases associated with lifestyle. 
David Wagner started a quiet revolution in package design for 

prescription drugs, which one would have expected either to come from a 
pharmaceutical or packaging company, or to have been requested by 
physicians prescribing oral contraceptives. Rarely are patients or their 
families considered as sources of innovation and change in medical 
technologies. Histories of medical technologies, even when they take into 
consideration the concerns of the patient, portray patients as passive objects 
to which medical technologies are applied. Patients may request or refuse 
technical procedures, but the source of change or innovation in a 
technology invariably is assumed to reside in a dialogue between the doctor, 
the institution and the inventor or engineer.GO The example of the Pill 
package challenges easy assumptions about sources of change in medical 
technology and speaks for the importance of considering the whole of a 
technology when evaluating its medical and social effects. 
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